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Lucado Treasury of Bedtime Prayers
The New York Times bestselling, darkly funny memoirof a young New Yorker's
daring dual life—advertising art director by day,glitter-dripping drag queen and
nightclub beauty-pageant hopeful by night—was asmash literary debut for Josh
Kilmer-Purcell, now known for his popular PlanetGreen television series The
Fabulous Beekman Boys.His story begins here—before the homemade goat milk
soaps and hand-gatheredhoneys, before his memoir of the city mouse’s move to
the country, TheBucolic Plague—in I Am Not Myself These Days, with “plenty of
dishy anecdotes and moments of tragi-camp delight” (WashingtonPost).

The Roman House in Britain
Does God care about the little decisions you have to make every day? The Bible is
full of spiritual wisdom. But does God provide specific direction for real-world
questions? Questions like Is this the right job? and Which college should my child
attend? The answer is a resounding yes. And in this practical guide, you will
discover how to access God's divine wisdom in any situation. Join author Jane
Glenchur as she shares the seven secrets to praying with power that God taught
her, along with other gems of prayer wisdom, to help take the guesswork and
stress out of decision-making. Her numerous personal stories, from praying for the
best shoes for her daughter to astonishing healings overseas, will motivate you to
set apart time with the Lord and tune your ear to His voice during your daily
routine. But most importantly, she shows how ordinary believers like you can
receive extraordinary answers to our prayers. "Learning to partner with God is the
heart of this book. In so doing, you, too, will develop an intimate relationship with
the Lord and experience miraculous answers to prayer." --Dr. Jane Glenchur Are
you ready to see the impossible made possible?

A Companion to Spanish Cinema
The quiet village of Swevenings seems a paradise, until the savagely beaten body
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of a local lord is found near a stream, and the playground of British aristocrats is
soiled by murder and intrigue, but Inspector Roderick Alleyn of Scotland Yard may
be able to restore the peace. Reprint.

Chromatic Graph Theory - Solutions Manual
Recent studies have tended to seek explanations for the peculiarities of RomanoBritish architecture in local tradition, but this book shows how Britain embraced
and elaborated Hellenistic ideas and spatial forms. Roman houses were built to
sustain power, and Roman architecture gained currency in Britain because of its
relevance to new political structures erected in the wake of conquest.

Sometimes Never
No Marketing Blurb

Soviet-U.S. Relations, 1933-1942
With help from Monk's agoraphobic brother, his loyal assistant Natalie tackles her
own investigation while Adrian Monk tracks a second-hand couch that seems tied
to a series of murders. Following a bloody trail, Natalie and Monk soon end up faceto-face with the most ruthless killer they've ever encountered.

Guinea Pig Zero
A Tale of Two Vampires
The easy-to-use Automobile Accident Checklist, Second Edition streamlines the
law, procedure and strategies necessary to represent your injured client
aggressively.

Rift
A lavishly illustrated companion to The Bedside Book of Birds explores the
relationships between predators and prey, drawing on mythology, nature writings,
and other sources to provide coverage of both real and fictional creatures.

The Bedside Book of Beasts
Hope didn't have the best role model when it came to relationships. She’s content
with her current no-strings-attached extracurricular activity with the lead singer of
her band. She’s never believed in love and commitment. Mason starts his eighth
school in five years anticipating nothing more than the usual—boring classes,
fighting more than making friends, and girls happily willing to succumb to his easy
smile. He’s never put much stock into love at first sight—until he sees her.
Regardless of their painful pasts, Hope and Mason discover that sometimes never
can become forever.
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Tumor Necrosis Factor
Rose of Jericho and Other Stories
Deadly Curses
Scales of Justice
A Companion to Spanish Cinema is a bold collection of newly commissioned essays
written by top international scholars that thoroughly interrogates Spanish cinema
from a variety of thematic, theoretical and historic perspectives. Presents an
insightful and provocative collection of newly commissioned essays and original
research by top international scholars from a variety of theoretical, disciplinary and
geographical perspectives Offers a systematic historical, thematic, and theoretical
approach to Spanish cinema, unique in the field Combines a thorough and
insightful study of a wide spectrum of topics and issues with in–depth textual
analysis of specific films Explores Spanish cinema s cultural, artistic, industrial,
theoretical and commercial contexts pre– and post–1975 and the notion of a
national cinema Canonical directors and stars are examined alongside
understudied directors, screenwriters, editors, and secondary actors Presents
original research on image and sound; genre; non–fiction film; institutions,
audiences and industry; and relations to other media, as well as a
theoretically–driven section designed to stimulate innovative research

A Hope Springs Christmas
Since 1973, Storey's Country Wisdom Bulletins have offered practical, hands-on
instructions designed to help readers master dozens of country living skills quickly
and easily. There are now more than 170 titles in this series, and their remarkable
popularity reflects the common desire of country and city dwellers alike to
cultivate personal independence in everyday life.

Concurrent Programming in ML
Dr. Trent Moore's life is complete--a no-strings relationship, financial security, and
great health--until he is summoned to his father's grave and discovers a grave
robber has stolen one of his father's bones a finger bone. From there, Trent's
seemingly perfect world spirals out of control. Strange occurrences happen, and
the sexy lead detective informs him that a grief-stricken mother has placed a curse
upon him. As his near-death experiences ramp up and he finds himself falling in
love, he's beginning to believe there may be some truth to it all. But will he run out
of time before he can tell Ciarra he loves her? When Detective Ciarra Pacelli is
assigned to a prominent judge's suspicious death, she doesn't know her little world
is about to be turned upside down. She discovers other possible victims of a deadly
Voodoo curse, one being the gorgeous and stubborn doctor. As she becomes
wrapped up in protecting him at all costs, she finds she's fighting against her
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developing feelings for him. Once she realizes she can't, she gives her all in finding
a cure against the curse that promises to take him away from her for good.

Short Stories in the Classroom
Chronicling the rise of the Keepers, this is the stunning prequel to Andrea Cremer's
internationally bestselling Nightshade trilogy! Sixteen-year-old Ember Morrow is
promised to a group called Conatus after one of their healers saves her mother's
life. Once she arrives, Ember finds joy in wielding swords, learning magic, and
fighting the encroaching darkness loose in the world. She also finds herself falling
in love with her mentor, the dashing, brooding, and powerful Barrow Hess. When
the knights realize Eira, one of their leaders, is dabbling in dark magic, Ember and
Barrow must choose whether to follow Eira into the nether realm or to pledge their
lives to destroying her and her kind. With action, adventure, magic, and tantalizing
sensuality, this book is as fast-paced and breathtaking as the Nightshade novels.
"A great new book that will leave you breathless.” –Romantic Times From the
Trade Paperback edition.

THE NIGHT IS WATCHING
"This selection of twenty of Texas' proudest architectural achievements is a tiny
sampling of the state's rich, but little-heralded, architectural heritage. The visual
presentation of these buildings in Richard Payne's insightful photographs is
evidence enough to any student of Texas culture that there are deep and
meaningful tracks of our civilization in the state's built environment. . . . In the
stones of the Alamo and the steel and glass of our downtown skyscrapers lie the
silent embodiment of who we are and where we have been." —from the
Introduction Texas architecture has never been, nor is it likely to be in the future,
an easily digested whole. This collection, drawn from the 1983 Texas Society of
Architects' exhibit "Creating Tomorrow's Heritage," provides a look at twenty of the
most interesting responses to the challenges posed by Texas history and
geography. It reveals that what Texas architecture lacks in cohesiveness, it more
than compensates for in vitality. Variations in circumstance and background,
coupled with the kind of freedom which heterogeneity breeds, have produced a
lively climate for architectural development in Texas—a place where, in the
absence of pat answers, intriguing questions have been raised. The same freedom
which has produced a dearth of cohesion has encouraged exploration and
invention. The same disparities which have made tidy categorization of historical
movements or periods difficult have led to some evocative hybrids—new and
telling syntheses which are genuinely of their place. Of interest to anyone who has
strolled the Paseo del Rio in San Antonio or admired the dramatically lit State
Capitol at night, Landmarks of Texas Architecture is a book to be looked at and
enjoyed, a place to start in creating one's own list of architectural favorites. Part of
the growing interest in Texas history and culture, Landmarks adds to our
understanding of the forces which shaped the Texas of yesterday and will build the
Texas of tomorrow.

Facial Harmony
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Making Baskets
BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE HONDO! Samurai-like Judges rule the streets of Japan's
mega-city in the world of Judge Dredd. Tackling organised crime and futuristic
Ronin, it takes Judges like the renowned Judge Shimura to keep the streets safe.
Hondo City is the Japanese equivalent of Mega-City One - a large, sprawling urban
mass policed by a Justice Department. Culturally however, it is totally different.
While on the forefront of modern technology, the Hondo-citizens remain tied to the
roots and customs of feudal Japan, including the way in which the women are
treated as inferior to the male populace. Though the Samurai-like Judge Inspectors
are seen to be in charge, the Yakuza crime Syndicates still have a hold on power.
From giant city-stomping beasts to vengeful Ronin from beyond the grave, Hondo
City life can be hell!

Complexity Demystified
Mass Culture and Everyday Life is a collection of lively work from the small but
seminal journal Tabloid. The book offers a clarification of the study of mass culture
as it transforms daily life, providing a detailed survey of a wide range of the mass
culture phenomena that have defined our everyday lives in recent years: from
Hillary's hairdo to tampons, exercise fads and fashion trends; from soaps to opera
to rythmn and blues; from horror movies to the interrelation of cats, pigs and
mothers in Babe. This volume includes ground-breaking essays on: the boom of
talk radio and talk TV; shopping as cinematic spectacle; and how "everyday life" in
the university community has become a key battleground in America's "culture
wars." The direct, accessible, and refreshingly personal work speak not only to an
academic audience but to a wide general readership.

Mr. Monk on the Couch
Presents a study of how contemporary entertainment technologies and media
shape our encounters with movies. This book explores topics, such as home
theater, film collecting, classic Hollywood movie reruns, repeat viewings, and
Internet film parodies, providing a multifaceted view of the presentation and
reception of films in US households.

Hondo City Justice
Private Investigator Nikki James is in San Francisco at the request of her business
partner and best friend, Jake. His friend's wife is missing, and he is determined to
find her. The authorities believe the kidnapping is the work of a sick mind - Nikki
knows it is something much worse. Vampires. Michael Kelly has returned from a
vampire hunting exhibition in his homeland and wants to relax. When he discovers
Nikki's gone to San Francisco he has no choice but to follow - not only to keep her
safe from the vampire gang, but because he fears the psychic talents she's
beginning to develop. As the body count begins to rise, so too does the danger.
Soon Nikki becomes a target but she has no intention of obeying Michael's
demands that she leave. She's tired of playing it safe and wants him to realise it's
all or nothing.
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I Am Not Myself These Days
William Eggleston is synonymous with color photography--or so we think. But the
man who almost single-handedly established color photography in the art world
with his 1976 Museum of Modern Art exhibition, "William Eggleston's Guide,
started out as a black-and-white photographer. It was in the early 1960s that
Eggleston first took to the camera, after discovering the work of Walker Evans and
Henri Cartier-Bresson, and it was their black-and-white aesthetic that opened his
lens. "Precolor presents Eggleston's never-before published black-and-white work,
a roadmap for his later hyper-saturated color oeuvre. Eggleston's passion for
everyday life, for the uncanny beauty of the mundane, is already evident in his
black-and-white photographs. Whether it's a stack of metal chairs, a man at a pay
phone, a child perched on a tree, or a teenager on a street corner--Eggleston
captures them all with an off-hand elegance, casually endowing the most
seemingly insignificant glimpses of life with substance and urgency.

Landmarks of Texas Architecture
Barnett, son of a well-known megachurch pastor and founder of the Dream Center
in Los Angeles, guides readers to find the one great thing they were created to do
in this world, and leads them to the cause of a lifetime.

A Common Life
The dead of night The Old West town of Lily, Arizona, is home to the Gilded Lily, a
former theater…and bawdy house. These days, it offers theatrical productions
geared to tourists, but the recent discovery of a skull, a real skull, among the props
and costumes shakes everyone up. So, who do you call? The Krewe of Hunters, a
special FBI unit of paranormal investigators. In this case, it's agent Jane Everett.
Jane's also a talented artist who creates images of the dead as they once were. But
the Krewe always works with local law enforcement, and here that means Sloan
Trent, former Houston cop and now sheriff. His great-great-grandmother was an
actress at the Gilded Lily…and she's not resting in peace. Then more remains
appear in the nearby desert. As they search for answers, using all the skills at their
disposal, Jane and Sloan find themselves falling into danger—and into love.

An Essay Towards the Present and Future Peace of Europe
An apocalypse approaches in the new novel from bestselling author Shayla Black's
electrifying Doomsday Brethren series, as a magical warrior and a spirited witch
ignite a smoldering passion that could destroy them both. As a mysterious dark
cloud drains the life of her beloved brother, Doomsday Brethren leader Bram,
Sabelle Rion can think of little else. Still, every time she meets Ice Rykard's intense
green gaze, her body aches with need for the sexy warrior. Their attraction is
explosive, incredible -- and forbidden. As dangerous as he is unpredictable, Ice is
her brother's sworn enemy. But as Bram weakens, a more sinister force is gaining
power. Evil Mathias and his ruthless Anarki army are on a bloodthirsty hunt for the
Doomsday Diary. Sabelle must guard the potent book with her life -- and Ice vows
to protect the beautiful witch with his. Duty demands that Sabelle deny her lover's
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fiery call of possession and mate with a man who can sway the magical Council
against the impending rebellion. With the fate of magickind hanging in the
balance, will she forsake the burning desires she can't ignore or turn her back on
her people for the courageous man she can't resist?

The Black and White Pictures
Time isn’t always on a vampire’s side. Iolanthe Tennyson has had a very bad
year—due in part to the very bad men in her life. So she’s accepted her cousin’s
invitation to spend the summer in Austria to indulge her photography hobby.
Rumors of a haunted forest there draw Iolanthe into the dark woods—and into the
eighteenth century. Nikola Czerny is a cursed man, forced by his half brothers to
live forever as a Dark One. But his miserable existence takes an intriguing turn
when a strange, babbling woman is thrown in his path. Iolanthe claims to know
Nikola’s daughter—three hundred years in the future. She also knows what fate—in
the form of his murderous half brothers—has in store for him. If only she knew the
consequences of changing the past to save one good, impossibly sexy vampire

IraqiGirl: Diary of a Teenage Girl in Iraq
Through an innovative and interdisciplinary approach that combines critical
sociolinguistic ethnography, multi-modality, reflexivity, and discourse analysis, this
groundbreaking book reveals the multiple (and sometimes simultaneous) ways in
which individuals engage and invest in representations of languages and
identities.This timely work is the first to consider the significance of multilingualism
and its relationship to citizenship as well as the development of linguistic
repertoires as an essential component of language education in a globalized world.
While examining the discourses and interconnections between multilingualism,
globalization, and identity, the author draws upon a unique case study of the
experiences, voices, trajectories, and journeys of Canadian youth of Italian origin
from diverse social, geographical, and linguistic backgrounds, participating in
university French language courses as well as training to become teachers of
French in the urban, multicultural and global landscape of Toronto, Canada. In
doing so, Byrd Clark skilfully illustrates the multidimensional ways that youth
invest in language learning and socially construe their multiple identities within
diverse contexts while weaving in and out of particularistic and universalistic
identifications. This invaluable resource will not only shed light on how and why
people engage in learning languages and for which languages they choose to
invest, but will offer readers a deeper understanding of the complex
interrelationships between multilingualism, identity, and citizenship. It will appeal
to researchers in a variety of fields, including applied linguistics, sociolinguistics,
language acquisition and linguistic anthropology.

Mr Softee Story
Presents a collection of prayers for children, separated into categories for the time
of day, for being with family and friends, and for special occasions and holidays.

Multilingualism, Citizenship, and Identity
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I feel that I have been sleeping all my life and I have woken up and opened my
eyes to the world. A beautiful world! But impossible to live in. These are the words
of fifteen-year-old Hadiya, blogging from the city of Mosul, Iraq, to let the world
know what life is really like as the military occupation of her country unfolds. In
many ways, her life is familiar. She worries about exams and enjoys watching
Friends during the rare hours that the electricity in her neighborhood is running.
But the horrors of war surround her everywhere—weeklong curfews, relatives
killed, and friends whose families are forced to flee their homes. With black humor
and unflinching honesty, Hadiya shares the painful stories of lives changed forever.
“Let’s go back,” she writes, “to my un-normal life.” With her intimate reflections on
family, friendship, and community, IraqiGirl also allows us to witness the
determination of one girl not only to survive, but to create, amidst the devastation
of war, a future worth living for. "Hadiya's authentically teenage voice, emotional
struggles and concerns make her story all the more resonant." —Publishers Weekly
“Despite all the news coverage about the war in Iraq, very little is reported about
how it affects the daily lives of ordinary citizens. A highschooler in the city of Mosul
fills in the gap with this compilation of her blog posts about living under U.S.
occupation. She writes in English because she wants to reach Americans, and in
stark specifics, she records the terrifying dangers of car bombs on her street and
American warplanes overhead, as well as her everyday struggles to concentrate on
homework when there is no water and electricity at home. Her tone is balanced:
she does not hate Americans, and although she never supported Saddam Hussein,
she wonders why he was executed Readers will appreciate the details about
family, friends, school, and reading Harry Potter, as well as the ever-present big
issues for which there are no simple answers." —Hazel Rochman, Booklist “IraqiGirl
has poured reflections of her daily life into her blog, reaching all over the cyberworld from her home in northern Iraq. She writes about the universals of teen
life—school, family, TV, food, Harry Potter—but always against the background of
sudden explosions, outbursts of gunfire, carbombs, death.… [A]n important
addition to multicultural literature.” —Elsa Marston, author of Santa Claus in
Baghdad and Other Stories About Teens in the Arab World “A book as relevant to
adults as teenagers and children. Hadiya’s clear, simple language conveys the
feelings of a teenager, offering a glimpse into the daily life of a professional middleclass Iraqi family in an ancient-modern city subjected to a brutal occupation.”
—Haifa Zangana, author of City of Widows: An Iraqi Woman's Account of War and
Resistance

7 Secrets to Power Praying
Practitioners often say: 'We need to do something differently but are not sure what
to do or how to do it' and 'Scientists explain complexity but don't tell you what to
do in practical terms'. This book has been written to offer solutions for these
practitioners - to provide an Approach for 'putting complexity to work'. Practice is,
de facto, determined by changing contexts. In a specific instance, what needs
doing will depend on the circumstances, and cannot be bounded or decided in
advance. But when most auditors, donors or managers demand tangible, targetdriven results within a fixed time frame, how can practitioners convince them that
working with the open principles of complexity will lead to more successful and
sustainable solutions? This book is not 'yet another' complexity book. What it offers
is an in-depth, systematic, Framework that practitioners can use to focus on the
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dynamic phenomena already active in their working context, to be able to shape
and influence these phenomena 'on the fly'. The authors present six case studies,
including the UK Fuel Crisis (2000) and the 2010 Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill. Their
Approach reveals a clear understanding of the stresses and strains that were felt
throughout the crises and how these might have been handled differently had an
appreciation of the underlying complexity been part of standard practice. Drawn
from their own experiences and those of other practitioners, and to bridge the gap
between theory, experience and practice, the authors have produced a clear and
erudite 'bible' for realising the inherent benefits of 'putting complexity to work'.

Chasing the Shadows
Written by the owner of a preserved Mr Softee vehicle, this book recaptures the
story of a favourite brand.

The Unicorn Dancer
From first person accounts of pharmaceutical studies gone bad to intricate medical
histories, Guinea Pig Zero provides a fascinating look at the people who sell their
bodies to science. While the book provides advice to present-day research subjects
(by rating research clinics), the book also provides context by investigating the
history and ethics behind this important, but little-known medical industry.

Beyond the Multiplex
Mass Culture and Everyday Life
A 'how-to' book for programmers and researchers interested in practical
applications of Concurrent ML.

The Cause Within You
Amish widow Sarah Wyse does not see wedding bells in her future. Still, she can't
think of a better way to spend the Christmas season than helping her handsome,
shy neighbor Levi Beachy find a wife. But once the single ladies of Hope Springs
start visiting his buggy shop, Levi sends the town's eligible men Sarah's way.
Neither expects to find love—but with help from the close-knit community, they
just might mend each other's broken heart.

Possess Me at Midnight
An ancient evil, the Corrupter, awakens to blight the land, and Lady Alorie, the sole
hope of the world, must bring together the forces of the elves, dwarfs, and humans
to reclaim control, while struggling to elude a powerful, black killer unicorn

Oscar Wilde and the Vatican Murders
Examining how teachers help students respond to short fiction, this book presents
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25 essays that look closely at "teachable" short stories by a diverse group of
classic and contemporary writers. The approaches shared by the contributors
move from readers' first personal connections to a story, through a growing facility
with the structure of stories and the perception of their varied cultural contexts, to
a refined and discriminating sense of taste in short fiction. After a foreword ("What
Is a Short Story and How Do We Teach It?"), essays in the book are: (1) "Shared
Weight: Tim O'Brien's 'The Things They Carried'" (Susanne Rubenstein); (2) "Being
People Together: Toni Cade Bambara's 'Raymond's Run'" (Janet Ellen Kaufman); (3)
"Destruct to Instruct: 'Teaching' Graham Greene's'The Destructors'" (Sara R.
Joranko); (4) "Zora Neale Hurston's 'How It Feels to Be Colored Me': A Writing and
Self-Discovery Process" (Judy L. Isaksen); (5) "Forcing Readers to Read Carefully:
William Carlos Williams's 'The Use of Force'" (Charles E. May); (6) "'Nothing Much
Happens in This Story': Teaching Sarah Orne Jewett's 'A White Heron'" (Janet
Gebhart Auten); (7) "How Did I Break My Students of One of Their Biggest Bad
Habits as Readers? It Was Easy: Using Alice Walker's 'How Did I Get Away'" (Kelly
Chandler); (8) "Reading between the Lines of Gina Berriault's 'The Stone Boy'"
(Carole L. Hamilton); (9) "Led to Condemn: Discovering the Narrative Strategy of
Herman Melville's 'Bartleby the Scrivener'" (James Tackach); (10) "One Great Way
to Read Short Stories: Studying Character Deflection in Morley Callaghan's 'All the
Years of Her Life'" (Grant Tracey); (11) "Stories about Stories: Teaching Narrative
Using William Saroyan's 'My Grandmother Lucy Tells a Story without a Beginning, a
Middle, or an End'" (Brenda Dyer); (12) "The Story Looks at Itself: Narration in
Virginia Woolf's 'An Unwritten Novel'" (Tamara Grogan); (13) "Structuralism and
Edith Wharton's 'Roman Fever'" (Linda L. Gill); (14) "Creating Independent
Analyzers of the Short Story with Rawlings's 'A Mother in Mannville'" (Russell
Shipp); (15) "Plato's 'Myth of the Cave' and the Pursuit of Knowledge" (Dennis
Young); (16) "Through Cinderella: Four Tools and the Critique of High Culture"
(Lawrence Pruyne); (17) "Getting behind Gilman's 'The Yellow Wallpaper'" (Dianne
Fallon); (18) "Expanding the Margins in American Literature Using Armistead
Maupin's 'More Tales of the City'" (Barbara Kaplan Bass); (19) "Shuffling the Race
Cards: Toni Morrison's 'Recitatif'" (E. Shelley Reid); (20) "Readers, Cultures, and
'Revolutionary' Literature: Teaching Toni Cade Bambara's 'The Lesson'" (Jennifer
Seibel Trainor); (21) "Learning to Listen to Stories: Sherman Alexie's 'Witnesses,
Secret and Not'" (Susan Berry Brill de Ramirez); (22) "'Sometimes, Bad Is Bad':
Teaching Theodore Dreiser's 'Typhoon' and the American Literary Canon" (Peter
Kratzke); (23) "Teaching Flawed Fiction: 'The Most Dangerous Game'" (Tom
Hansen); (24) "Reading Louise Erdrich's 'American Horse'" (Pat Onion); and (25)
"Opening the Door to Understanding Joyce Carol Oates's 'Where Are You Going,
Where Have You Been?'" (Richard E. Mezo). An afterword "Writing by the Flash of
the Firefly" and a bibliographic postscript are attached. (RS)

Automobile Accident Checklist
Oscar Wilde makes a triumphant return to sleuthing in the fifth novel in the
critically acclaimed historical murder mystery series based on real events,
featuring Wilde as the detective aided by his friend Arthur Conan Doyle, and
written by a premier British biographer. Oscar Wilde and the Vatican Murders
opens in 1892, as an exhausted Arthur Conan Doyle retires to a spa in Germany
with a suitcase full of fan mail. But his rest cure does not go as planned. The first
person he encounters is Oscar Wilde, and the two friends make a series of
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macabre discoveries among the letters—a finger; a lock of hair; and, finally, an
entire severed hand. The trail leads the intrepid duo to Rome, and to a case that
involves miracles as well as murder. Pope Pius IX has just died—these are
uncertain times in the Eternal City. To uncover the mystery and discover why the
creator of Sherlock Holmes has been summoned in this way, Wilde and Conan
Doyle must penetrate the innermost circle of the Catholic Church and expose the
deadly secrets of the six men closest to the pope. In Gyles Brandreth’s captivating
and richly atmospheric novel, Wilde’s skills as a detective are put to the test in his
most compelling case yet.
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